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Polynomial-Time Simulation of Pairing Models on a Quantum Computer
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We propose a polynomial-time algorithm for simulation of the class of pairing Hamiltonians, e.g., the
BCS Hamiltonian, on an NMR quantum computer. The algorithm adiabatically finds the low-lying
spectrum in the vicinity of the gap between the ground and the first excited states and provides a test of the
applicability of the BCS Hamiltonian to mesoscopic superconducting systems, such as ultrasmall metallic
grains.
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terms of an interacting spin system [15], or parafermions
[17]. Therefore the fermionic simulation algorithms [5] are

partners whose energies are considered phenomenological
parameters [16]. The same idea is applicable to nuclei,
The potential of quantum computers (QCs) to provide
exponential speedup in the simulation of quantum physics
problems was originally conjectured by Feynman [1],
confirmed by Lloyd [2], and later studied theoretically by
a number of authors, e.g., [3–7]. NMR-QC experiments
performing quantum physics simulations were reported in
[8]. Current QC technology is limited to fewer than 10 qu-
bits and the testing of simple algorithms [9]. QCs of the
next generation, with 10–100 qubits, have the potential to
solve hard problems in quantum many-body theory. We
show here how this observation can be applied to the
problem of simulating the class of pairing Hamiltonians
with general, i.e., arbitrary long-range interactions. The
pairing Hamiltonians are of wide interest in condensed
matter and nuclear physics [10]. An important example
of a pairing Hamiltonian is the BCS model of low-Tc
superconductivity. We provide an algorithm for testing
the validity of the general BCS Hamiltonians of finite
particle-number systems, pertinent to nuclear systems
and mesoscopic condensed-phase systems, such as ultra-
small metallic grains [11–14]. These grains provide a fer-
tile testing ground for the BCS ansatz for the ground state
wave function. The BCS wave function is a superposition
of different fermion numbers and is expected to be exact in
the thermodynamic limit [15]. In contrast, in ultrasmall
metallic grains the number of states N within the Debye
frequency cutoff from the Fermi energy is only �100. A
similar estimate holds for the number of states within a few
major shells for medium or heavy nuclei. In systems with a
finite particle number the BCS ansatz is doubtful, and at the
same time exact numerical diagonalization of the general
BCS Hamiltonian is impractical beyond a few tens of
electron pairs [12]. Various approximations have been
proposed [16], but it would clearly be desirable to have
an exact numerical solution for the problem. In [5,6]
efficient QC algorithms were presented for simulating a
many-body fermionic system. While the BCS Hamiltonian
describes a system of interacting fermions, it does so at the
level of an effective field theory. This can be expressed in
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not directly applicable. Further, while a number of authors
have recently considered simulation of one Hamiltonian in
terms of another [7], the connection of these phenomeno-
logical Hamiltonians to those of many-body condensed
matter and nuclear physics is not a priori clear. Here we
clarify the correspondence by proposing an explicit and
numerically exact diagonalization algorithm that is suit-
able for general pairing Hamiltonians and is directly im-
plementable in NMR-type quantum computers [18]. More
generally, with minor modifications our algorithm is appli-
cable to all QCs with short-range exchange-type interac-
tions, such as quantum dots [19]. Using an adiabatic
procedure, we show how to obtain only the low-lying
energy spectrum, e.g., in the vicinity of the superconduct-
ing gap, with an algorithm that takes �N4, instead of
exponential, computational steps. The number of qubits
we require equals the effective number of statesN, so that a
QC with �100 qubits (neglecting overhead due to error
correction) could solve a problem that is well out of the
reach of current classical computers.

Mapping of bosons and fermions to qubits.—Pairing
Hamiltonians are typically expressed in terms of fermionic
or bosonic creation (annihilation) operators, cym (cm) and
bym (bm), respectively, where jmj � 1; 2; . . . ; N denotes all
relevant quantum numbers. For example, the general BCS
pairing Hamiltonian has the form:

HBCS �
XN

m�1

�m
2
�nFm � nF�m� �

XN

m;l�1

V�
mlc

y
mc

y
�mc�lcl ;

where nF	m 
 cy	mc	m is the number operator, and the
matrix elements V�

ml 
 hm;�mjVjl;�li (we impose no
restriction on m; l) are real and can be calculated, e.g.,
for superconductors, in terms of the Coulomb force and the
electron-phonon interaction [10]. Pairs of fermions are
labeled by the quantum numbers m and �m, according
to the Cooper pair situation where paired electrons have
equal energies but opposite momenta and spins: m � �p; "�
and �m � ��p; #�. These are degenerate, time-reversed
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where effective pairings occur between nucleons in time-
reversed partners [10]. N is an effective state number,
which equals the number of qubits in the algorithm
below. For example, in the case of metallic grains N is
twice the the Debye frequency in units of the average level
spacing (inversely proportional to the volume of the grain).
For nuclear pairing models, N could be the number of
states in one or more major energy shells.

To make a connection to quantum algorithms we map
the fermionic or bosonic operators to qubit operators. We
denote the raising and lowering operators for the mth qubit
by the Pauli matrices �	

m , acting nontrivially only on the
mth qubit, where we define j0i � spin-down and j1i �
spin-up. A ‘‘number operator’’ is nm � ��zm � 1�=2,
where nm � 1 (0) if the mth qubit is in state j1i (j0i); n �P
m nm is the number of 1’s in a computational basis state (a

ket of a single bit-string), and will correspond, e.g., to the
number of Cooper pairs in our applications below. The
computational ground state j0i � j0102 � � � 0Ni acts as a
vacuum state: nmj0i � ��

m j0i � 0. Now we can consider
three generic pairing cases and map them to qubits. In each
case we identify fermionic or bosonic operator pairs that
satisfy the commutation rules of sl�2� � f��

m;�
�
m; �

z
mg

(see [17] for details). These cases are: (i) Fermionic
particle-particle pairs (e.g., Cooper pairs): sl�2� �
fc�mcm; c

y
mc

y
�m; nFm � nF�m � 1g, provided nFm � nF�m

(a condition satisfied by HBCS), and j0i � j0iF.
(ii) Fermionic particle-hole pairs (e.g., excitons): sl�2� �
fcy�mcm; c

y
mc�m; nFm � nF�mg, provided nFm � nF�m � 1 and

j0i � cy�N � � � cy�2c
y
�1j0iF. (iii) Bosonic ‘‘particle-hole’’

pairs (e.g., dual-rail photons in the optical quantum com-
puter proposal [20]): sl�2� � fby�mbm; b

y
mb�m; n

B
m � nB�mg,

provided nBm � nB�m � 1 and j0i � by�N � � � by�2b
y
�1j0iB.

The three conditions above each restrict the dynamics to
a different subspace of the entire Hilbert space. The con-
ditions play the role of conserved quantities and only
Hamiltonians that satisfy them preserve such subspaces.

It is now clear how to express HBCS in terms of qubit
operators. In fact, a more general Hamiltonian, that is
applicable to all cases (i)–(iii) is

Hp�
XN

m�1

"m
2
�zm�

X
r�	

XN

l>m�1

Vrml
2

��xm�xl �r�ym�
y
l � ; (1)

where "m � �m � V�
mm and V�

ml � 0 for HBCS; l;m now
denote both state indices and qubit indices. Further, in the
BCS case the qubit state space H P � Spanfj0i;
��
m j0i; ��

l �
�
m j0i; � � �g is mapped into a subspace of the

total fermionic Hilbert space where nFm � nF�m. HBCS con-
serves the total number operator n (the number of Cooper
pairs). In terms of qubits, this means that the number of
j1i’s in a general N-qubit state is fixed by HBCS. Thus the
Hilbert space splits into invariant subspaces with dimen-
sion ( Nn ) for fixed n. The problem is reduced to diagonal-
izing separate blocks of size ( Nn ). For half-filled states in a
system with N � 100, an exact solution could require
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diagonalizing a 1029 � 1029-dimensional matrix. Such a
task is clearly unfeasible on a classical computer.

Simulation of Hp.—For concreteness and direct contact
with feasible experiments, we limit our discussion of
the simulation of Hp to the nearest-neighbor Ising-
type Hamiltonian of NMR: HNMR �

PN
l�1

!l
2 �

z
l �PN�1

l�1 Jl�
z
l�

z
l�1, supplemented with external single-qubit

operations F �
PN
l�1 f

x
l �

x
l � fyl �

y
l . The same Hamil-

tonian describes, e.g., a QC implementation using coupled
Josephson junctions [21]. We emphasize that this simula-
tion is also directly implementable in systems that use
exchange-type interactions, since the logical operations
for those systems are equivalent (up to polynomial over-
head) to those using the Ising coupling [7,17]. We shall
for simplicity explicitly discuss only the case V�

ml � 0,
but the same procedure will apply also to the case of
V�
ml � 0 (since the two cases are related by a simple

unitary transformation). From now on we denote
V�
ml 
 Vml.
Below, we develop an explicit polynomial-time algo-

rithm for simulating fUp�k�� � exp��iHpk��g
T=�
k�1 (�, T are

defined later). This sequence can be Fourier-transformed
and the spectrum of Hp found [4]. However, although this
may be achieved directly using NMR methods, we are
primarily interested in the low-lying spectrum (e.g., in
the BCS case, near the superconducting gap). Our algo-
rithm therefore includes an adiabatic component that al-
lows us to probe just this part of the spectrum. Let us now
outline the main steps in our algorithm for simulating Hp

using HNMR and F. (i) Prepare a computational basis state
jxni with fixed n (number of j1i’s). This step is well known
and needs no further explanation [18]. (ii) Quasiadi-
abatically evolve jxni to j �0�i0 � jgni � !jeni: an ap-
proximate ground state of Hp (jgni is an exact ground
state, jeni is a first excited state, and !� 1), with the
same n as jxni. (iii) Rotate j �0�i0 to j �0�i � jgn;n	1i �
!0jen;n	1i, a state that includes contributions from n	 1 as
well. (iv) Implement Up�t� � exp��iHpt� on j �0�i.
(v) Measure. Repeat steps (i)–(v) while increasing t in
step (v). We describe each of these steps in detail, starting
for simplicity from step (iv).

Step (iv): Implementation of exp��iHpt�.—In NMR
one can control only fxl (or fyl ) directly, while all !l; Jl
are always on [18]. Also, Jl usually is positive. A power-
ful method that allows us to deal with such con-
straints (that are not unique to NMR) is recoupling (e.g.,
[22]). The idea is based on elementary angular momentum
theory. We define C’A � ei!B 
 ei’Aei!Be�i’A, where A;B
are generators of su�2� (e.g., two Pauli matrices), and/or
fA;Bg � 0 while A2 � 1. This recoupling sequence can
be interpreted as the application of time-reversed pulses
(e	i’A) before and after periods of free evolution ei!B.
Special cases of interest are (i) C(=2A � ei!B � e�i!B,
(ii) C(=4A � ei!B � ei!�iBA�. Thus, to obtain evolution un-
der !l

2 �
z
l we apply the (unoptimized) recoupling sequence

exp�� i!l
2 �

z
l t� � �e�iHNMRt=4Tle�iHNMRt=4T0

l�
2, where Tl �

�j�l�xj , T
0
l � �0

j�l�
x
j , where the prime indicates that j is
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FIG. 1. Quantum circuits to simulate e�iH0� (a) and e�iHI� (b)
for the two qubit case. Time flows from left to right. X 
 �x.
The recoupling procedure yielding Uz��� � exp��iJ1�12�

z
1�

z
2�

is in the box in (b) and is repeated without detail. We set !i�i �
"i� (i � 1; 2) and 2J1�12 � jV12j�. Rectangular boxes connect-
ing two qubits denote evolution under HNMR for the indica-
ted time.
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even (odd) if l is even (odd). This takes 3N pulses.
Figure 1(a) illustrates an optimized circuit for N � 2.
Similarly, we can evolve under any term �zj�

z
j�1 using

�7N recoupling steps.
Next, we need to show how to simulate long-range

interactions using HNMR and F. The set fXlm 
 1
2 ��

x
l�

x
m �

�yl�
y
m�; Ylm 
 1

2 ��
y
l�

x
m � �xl�

y
m�; Zlm 
 1

2 ��
z
l � �zm�g

forms an su�2� algebra, and commutes with �zm � �zl
for any l; m [23]. Thus C(=2Xl;l�1

� Zl;l�1 � �Zl;l�1, while
C(=2Xl;l�1

� ��zl � �zl�1� � ��zl � �zl�1�. Adding yields

C(=2Xl;l�1
� ��zl�1�

z
l � � �zl�1�

z
l�1, so that C(=2Xl;l�1

� ei!�
z
l�1�

z
l �

ei!�
z
l�1�

z
l�1 . Thus C(=2Xl;l�1

acts as a nearest-neighbor exchange
operator. In order to implement C(=2Xl;l�1

using HNMR and F,
note that

e�i
(
2Xl;l�1 � C�(=4

�xl��
x
l�1

� e�i
(
4�

z
l�

z
l�1C(=4�yl��

y
l�1

� e�i
(
4�

z
l�

z
l�1 :

It is simple to check that to create all possible couplings
�zl�

z
m in this manner requires O�N3� steps. This procedure

allows us to use the short-range NMR Hamiltonian to
simulate Jl�

z
l�

z
m with jl�mj arbitrary. Let us now

show how to turn this into a simulation of HI 

1
2

PN
l>m�1Vml��

x
m�xl ��ym�

y
l �. Suppose that Hp evolves

for time �. We can turn on �Jl�
z
l�

z
m for a time �ml such

that 2Jl�ml � jVmlj� (for a BCS Hamiltonian Vml < 0).
Doing this for all couplings separately (in series)
shows that the evolution operator Uz��� �
exp�� i

2

P
l>mVlm�

z
l�

z
m�� is obtained using the same

O�N3� steps. By adjusting single-qubit operation times,
we can implement U1 � exp�i(4

P
l �

1
l �, to yield

exp��iHI�� � �UxyUz���Ux� �UyUz���Uyy�, using O�N3�
steps. However,Hp also contains the term H0 


PN
l�1

"l
2 �

z
l ,

which does not commute with HI. Clearly, by turning on
single-qubit NMR�zl terms for times �l so that!l�l � "l�,
we can simulate H0 directly using N steps. The noncom-
mutativity implies that we need a short-time approximation
in order to simulate the full Up��� � exp��iHp��:

Up��� � e�iH0�e�iHI��O��2�: (2)

When the additional recoupling steps needed to turn off
057904-3
unwanted interactions (which we ignored above) are taken
into account, using the method of [22], we find that Up���
requires a total of s�N� �� 4

3N
2� 32

3 N� 47
3 N

3� 28
3 N

4

steps. This result may be improved somewhat if parallel
operations are allowed. For example, in Fig. 1 we show
optimized circuits implementing e�iH0� and e�iHI� for
N� 2 qubits. If HNMR contains beyond-nearest-neighbor
interactions then at most O�N5� steps are needed. The
effect of the O��2� errors in quantum algorithms due to
the short-time approximation has been analyzed, e.g., in
[7]. By concatenating short-time evolution segments one
can then obtain the finite time (k�� t) evolution operator
Up�t� � �Up����k [4], in a total of ks�N� steps.

Step (ii): Adiabatic evolution.—Let 2� be the gap
between the ground and the first excited states, and let 0 �
c�t� � 1, c�0� � 0, c�T� � 1, be a slowly varying function,
i.e., 2(=T � 2� [e.g., c�t� � t=T]. Consider the time-
ordered evolution Uad�t� � T exp��i

R
t
0H�s�ds� under a

time-dependent HamiltonianH�t� � H0 � c�t�HI. For suf-
ficiently small � this factors into a product

Uad�k�� � e�iH�k��� � � � e�iH�2���e�iH���� �O��2� ; (3)

where exp��iH�j���� � exp��iH0�� exp��ic�j��HI��
(j � 1; . . . ; k), and now we choose times �ml�j� (for turn-
ing on �Jl�

z
l�

z
m) such that 2Jl�ml�j� � jVmlj�c�j��. Since

c�t� is slow, Uad�k�� will represent an adiabatic evolution.
The adiabatic theorem then ensures that the system will be
in an eigenstate of Hp � H�T� at T � k�, provided the
initial state is in an eigenstate ofH0. Moreover, this will be
a ground state jgni of Hp (a state with fixed n) if the initial
state is the ground state of H0 (a computational basis state
jxni) [24]. In order to probe the low-lying spectrum, we
may slightly relax the adiabatic condition (=T � �, or
k� (=����. This can be defined in terms of the adiabatic
expansion where the first order constraint is the usual
adiabatic assumption. Here we wish only to satisfy the
second order condition [25]. Then we obtain a state
j �0�i0 � jgni � !jeni which contains a small (!� 1)
component jeni of some of the low-lying excited states
of Hp (with the same n).

Steps (iii),(v): Measuring the spectrum.—In NMR one
measures the free-induction-decay (FID) signal, given by
V1�t� / Tr�3�t���

1 �, where 3�t� is the system density ma-
trix and 1 is the index of the measured spin (qubit) [18]. To
probe states with different n, we rotate to j �0�i �
e�i!�

y
1 j �0�i0 � jgn;n	1i � !0jen;n	1i, where !0; !� 1,

a state that includes contributions from n	 1 as well
[step (iii)]. This is simple to do using the method of
step (iv). Combining steps (ii)–(iv), we have 3�t� �
Up�t� j �0�i h �0�jU

y
p �t�. To relate V1�t� to the spectrum

of the pairing Hamiltonian we introduce an appropriate
basis. A complete set of conserved quantum numbers are
the number of Cooper pairs n ( � the number of 1’s in a
computational basis state, lowered by ��

1 ), the energy En;i
for fixed n, and a state degeneracy index 5i. Thus our basis
states are labeled by jn; i; 5ii, and 3�t� can be expanded as
057904-3
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P
Bn;i;5iB

�
m;j;5j

jn; i; 5iie
i�Em;j�En;i�thm; j; 5jj with j �0�i �P

n;i;5i Bn;i;5i jn; i; 5ii. We have

V1�t� /
X
m;n

X
i;j

C�1�
m;j;n;ie

i�Em;j�En;i�t ; (4)

where C�1�
m;j;n;i 


P
5i5j Bn;i;5iB

�
m;j;5j

hm;j;5jj��
1 jn;i;5ii/

6m;n�1. Fourier transforming, we obtain the energy spec-
trum S�!� �

P
n;i;j

~CC�1�
n�1;j;n;i6�! � �En�1;j�En;i��, with

the gap defined as 2�n
En;1�En;0. Ideally, �n can be
found from a few runs with different initial n. There are
two complications in practice: (i) Finding �n in this man-
ner depends on the coefficients ~CC�1�

n�1;j;n;i not vanishing. By
measuring all qubits 1, it is likely that sufficiently many
nonzero coefficients will be available. (ii) The sharpness of
the 6 functions depends on how densely the signal V1�t� is
sampled. To resolve the gap, we will need to sample with a
resolution �!�2(=T<�n. Recall that HBCS conserves
n. Thus the number of � intervals required for fixed n is
k�n��(=���n�, which is just the adiabatic condition
again. A total of 1

2k�n�
2 elementary evolutions steps, each

simulating evolution under Hp for length �, will thus be

needed to simulate fUp�k��g
T=�
k�1, and each such step takes

s�N� logic gates. The longest single run takes k�n�s�N�
steps, while 1

2k�n�
2s�N� is the total run time of the algo-

rithm. If the algorithm is to succeed in the absence of error
correction, then we must have k�n�s�N�<T2=�logic, the
ratio of decoherence to logic gate time. For NMR,
T2=�logic can be �105. To estimate k�n� we need � and
�n. The gap can be estimated experimentally, for nuclear
and BCS systems using material dependent parameters
[10,11]. Recall that � is related to the short-time ap-
proximation which allowed us to neglect commutator
terms in the expansion of Uad�t�. Since e�A�B���
eA�eB�e��1=2��A;B��2 , we need to estimate when j�A;B��j�
min�jAj;jBj�. To obtain a rough estimate we consider a
reduced BCS model [14]: Vml
�V<0, "l�"0� ld. In
the BCS case the level spacing d�V, but "0�V. Letting
A�"l�

z
l , B�VXlm, we have j�A;B�j� jV�"l�"m�Ylmj>

Vd, while min�jAj;jBj��V. Thus the short-time approx-
imation is valid when ��1=d. Using k�n��(=���n� and
s�N��9N4 we thus have k�n�s�N��30 d�N

4n. In the BCS
case d=�n�1. Assuming d=�n�0:1 we find
k�n�s�10��3�104, so that a simulation with N�10
qubits seems to be within the reach of present day NMR
simulations [18].

In order to illustrate the algorithm, consider a simple
example, the circuit for which is given in Fig. 1.
When N � 2 the computational basis states are:
fj00i; j01i; j10i; j11ig, with n � 0; 1; 1; 2 Cooper pairs, re-
spectively. Diagonalizing Hp yields the energy spec-

trum: fEng � fE0 � ��"1 � "2�=2; E
	
1 � 	

�������������������
�2 � V212

q
;

E2 � �"1 � "2�=2g, where � � "1 � "2. Steps (ii)–(v)
of the algorithm can be carried out analytically. Fourier
transforming the FID signal yields four spectral
057904-4
lines from which, e.g., the n � 1 gap can be found as
2�1 � E�

1 � E�
1 .

Conclusions.—We have proposed an efficient algorithm
for finding the low-lying spectrum of pairing models with
arbitrary long-range interactions, such as the BCS Hamil-
tonian. This establishes a link between quantum computers
(QCs) of the next generation (10–100 qubits) and out-
standing problems in finite-system quantum physics, such
as the applicability of the BCS model to mesoscopic solid-
state and nuclear systems. It would be interesting to imple-
ment the algorithm using current NMR-QC know-how,
thus extending the experimental repertoire of QC physics
simulations [8].
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